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Vibrations are detrimental to the performance of modern adaptive optics (AO) systems. In this paper, we
describe new methods tested to mitigate the vibrations encountered in some of the instruments of the
Gemini South telescope. By implementing a spectral analysis of the slope measurements from several
wavefront sensors and an imager, we can determine the frequencies and magnitude of these vibrations.
We found a persistent vibration at 55 Hz with others occurring occasionally at 14 and 100 Hz. Two types
of AO controllers were designed and implemented, Kalman and H∞, in the multiconjugate AO tip–tilt
loop. The first results show a similar performance for these advanced controllers and a clear improve-
ment in vibration rejection and overall performance over the classical integrator scheme. It is shown that
the reduction in the standard deviation of the residual slopes (as measured by wavefront sensors) is
highly dependent on turbulence, wind speed, and vibration conditions, ranging—in terms of slopes
RMS value—from an almost negligible reduction for high speed wind to a factor of 5 for a combination
of low wind and strong vibrations. © 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.1080, 120.7280.

1. Introduction

Adaptive optics (AO) is a sophisticated technology
that has been successfully implemented to reduce
the degrading effects of the Earth’s atmosphere on
optical astronomical imaging. Nowadays, almost
all large telescopes are equipped with AO, and all
the future extremely large telescopes are based on
this technology. As AO systems become better at cor-
recting the atmospheric turbulence, other factors
such as vibrations in the instruments and the tele-
scope itself become increasingly important to gain
the next step in performance. This is especially true
for exoplanet AO systems where the residual wave-
front error is very low, but it might also impact sig-
nificantly the performance of other AO systems
[1–5].

Vibrations can be caused by many different situa-
tions, such as wind shaking of the telescope struc-
ture, mechanical components in the instruments
(e.g., fans, cryo-cooler and motors), or even telescope
tracking errors. Identifying the source of the vibra-
tion can be difficult, and usually requires extensive
measurements and specific equipment such as accel-
erometers or dedicated wavefront sensors (WFS).
Moreover, mechanical damping is not always possi-
ble. In that case, recent studies suggested the use
of control techniques needed to enhance AO perfor-
mance in the presence of vibrations [6]. As an AO sys-
tem can correct for the turbulence, the same active
devices can be used to compensate for other sources
of perturbations. These techniques have been suc-
cessfully implemented and tested at laboratory level
[7] and recently started to be used on operational
systems [8,9]. For the future Extremely Large Tele-
scopes, advanced controllers are considered as the
baseline for vibration rejection [8–11].
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In this paper, we describe the characterization of
the vibrations and testing of different control techni-
ques on the multiconjugate AO system (GeMS), in-
stalled at the Gemini South Observatory. The
vibrations are characterized by a spectral analysis
of the GeMS WFS and Gemini South AO Imager
(GSAOI) images. We then use this data to artificially
induce similar vibrations with a tip–tilt mirror
(TTM) and simulate atmospheric turbulence on the
GeMS optical bench. This allows us to run several
control algorithms in a controlled environment,
and test them in a few different scenarios. Our ap-
proach was to define a set of controllers and test
them against different ranges of inputs, assessing
their performance and robustness. Three control
laws have been implemented: the classic integrator,
linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) (based on a
Kalman estimator) [12,13], and H2∕H∞ [14–16]
synthesis methods. While most of the recent research
effort to cope with vibrations has been concentrated
on LQG control laws, here we also propose and test
the H∞ synthesis method as an alternative.

In Section 2 we describe the GeMS instrument and
present the characterization of the vibrations. In
Section 3 we describe the theory behind each of the
controllers implemented here. In Section 4 we ana-
lyze the impact of Bode’s theorem on the closed-loop
performance, Section 5 presents the results from four
test cases, and Section 6 discusses stability and
robustness of the controller. Finally in Section 7,
conclusions are stated and some ideas for further
work are given.

2. Vibration Characterization for GeMS

In this section, we characterize the vibration envir-
onment seen by GeMS. Our goal here is not to pro-
vide a fine analysis of the vibration environment,
but rather to draw general trends to later illustrate
the performance of different controllers for realistic
examples.

A. Introduction to GeMS

GeMS is the Gemini multiconjugate AO system. A
schematic view of the main components is shown
in Fig. 1.

GeMS uses 5 artificial Laser Guide Stars (LGS)
with their associated LGSWFS (LGSWFS) and three
deformable mirrors (DM) to compensate the turbu-
lence over a field of view of 2 arcmin. Besides this,
three Natural Guide Stars (NGSs) are required for
the control of the tip–tilt and plate scale modes.
The NGS consists of three probes, each containing
a reflective pyramid that acts like a quad-cell feeding
a set of four fibers and associated avalanche
photodiodes.

Three NGSWFS(NGSWFS) provide six X-Y slopes
necessary to generate global tip and tilt residuals
that feed a TTM controller residing in the real-time
controller (RTC). Plate scale modes can also be esti-
mated from this set of slopes [17], but they are not
considered in this paper. The laser loop and the

NGS loop can be driven independently at a rate of
up to 800 Hz.

GeMS delivers a uniform, diffraction-limited cor-
rected near-infrared image to GSAOI, which can read
up to four windows providing tip–tilt information of
NGS at a rate of 800 Hz. These tip–tilt values can be
used to control the TTM, or to monitor the perfor-
mance at the science detector level. In the following,
we use them to measure the amount of vibrations
seen by the science detector, which is what one wants
to compensate for.

The optical bench also includes calibration sources
that can generate artificial stars (either laser or nat-
ural guide stars) that have been extensively used in
this work. In conjunction with these calibration
sources, the DM and the TTM can be used to
generate perturbations to simulate turbulence or
vibrations.

More details about GeMS can be found in other
papers [18,19].

B. Vibration Characterization for GeMS

GeMS started on-sky commissioning in January
2011, and it has been at the telescope for the first five
months of 2011. During all this commissioning per-
iod, we have gathered data to characterize the vibra-
tion environment seen by GeMS. Vibrations were
measured on three distinctive paths highlighted in
Fig. 1. More specifically, we have used

• calibration sources data from NGSWFS,
LGSWFS and GSAOI,
• on-sky data from NGSWFS and LGSWFS in

open and closed-loop.

In the following, we make use of these data to spe-
cify typical perturbations seen by GeMS. Our objec-
tive is to construct a set of realistic perturbations
(turbulence and vibrations) at GeMS’s input, to later
artificially reproduce them in a controlled way using
the TTM and simulating atmospheric turbulence on
the GeMS optical bench.

1. Calibration Sources Data
Data acquired with the calibration sources are not
affected by the turbulence, and can be used to easily
identify the vibrations. They also benefit from a
much higher signal-to-noise ratio than on-sky data.

Fig. 1. (Color online) GeMS.
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Moreover, the comparison of the data coming from
the different WFS and GSAOI tip–tilt data allows se-
parating what is in the common path or noncommon
path. This is an important step, as the design of the
controller will depend on this. Measurements are
open loop (OL), but with the DM flattened to ensure
a good spot quality.

Plots in Fig. 2 (left) show an example of the power
spectra density (PSD) acquired with the NGSWFS
(tip or X is coarse line and tilt or Y is fine). The main
feature that appears on these PSDs is a strong vibra-
tion peak around 55 Hz for the Y axis. We have iden-
tified that the cryo-coolers of GSAOI were producing
this vibration. In Fig. 2 (right), we show the PSD of
the Y axis as measured by the LGSWFS (fine line),
and the spot motion on the GSAOI windows (coarse
line). These plots are in a PSD × frequency represen-
tation, in order to emphasize the distribution of the
energy among the different contributors.

These plots confirm that the 55 Hz vibration is
seen by all the WFS and the science camera as well,
so it is a common path feature. We measure the am-
plitude of this vibration to be of the order of 5 to
10 mas rms, which would reduce the Strehl by
approximately 10% in the H band.

2. On-Sky Data
Data acquired on the calibration sources are
informative, but should be complemented by data ac-
quired on-sky. Firstly, because some of the vibrations
observed could be introduced by the calibration
sources themselves, as seen for instance in Altair
[5]. Secondly, because only on-sky data span the en-
tire optical path and some vibrations can be intro-
duced by optical elements that are located before
the calibration sources. The main drawback of
on-sky data is that they are affected by noise and tur-
bulence, and it could be more difficult to disentangle
the effect of vibrations.

For the NGSWFS, data were acquired while the
LGS loop was closed in order to get smaller spots.
We used either open-loop data or reconstructed
open-loop data based on the combination of the

residuals seen by the WFS and the commands
sent to the TTM. The plots in Fig. 3 show two typi-
cal examples of open-loop PSDs measured at the
NGSWFS level.

These plots clearly show that the 55 Hz peak can
still be seen in the Y axis for on-sky data, which con-
firms that this vibration is not induced by the cali-
bration unit itself. Interestingly, and on top of this
55 Hz peak, we also see some examples where an ad-
ditional peak appears. In particular, we do see very
sharp peaks at higher frequencies, as for instance
above 100 Hz in Fig. 3 (left panel) and in Fig. 4 for
LGSWFS. These vibrations may be introduced out-
side of the optical bench, as they are not seen on
the calibration sources data. In addition, they may
not always be present in the data, as for instance
in Fig. 3, where they are detected in the April data,
but not in the March data. In some examples (not il-
lustrated here) we also see a broad peak around
14 Hz, which is believed to be induced by the top-
end of the telescope, and the secondary mirror struc-
ture [5]. This peak is not always present and may be
excited by wind-shake. These two plots also illustrate
the range of variation that one can expect for the tur-
bulence contribution. Indeed, depending on the tur-
bulence strength (referred as seeing in the remainder
of the paper) and wind speed conditions, the conti-
nuum of the spectrum will vary [20]. In addition,
the noise level will also change significantly depend-
ing on the guiding star (GS) magnitudes, and some
vibrations may be lost in noise. In the two examples
chosen here, the GS magnitude was roughly the
same.

The tip–tilt signal coming from the LGSWFS can-
not be used directly, as the up-link tip–tilt of the laser
is compensated by fast tip–tilt platforms in the laser
projection system. We used LGSWFS data when the
up-link and the NGSWFS loop were open. This may
affect the amplitude of the vibration, as the linearity
range of the LGSWFS is only of the order of a few
arcseconds, but this should not affect the frequencies
at which vibrations are detected. An example of PSD
measured on-sky at the LGSWFS level is presented
in Fig. 4 for the tilt direction. The 55 Hz peak is

Fig. 2. Data from calibration sources. Left panel: PSDs for NGSWFS (tip or X is coarse line and Tilt or Y is fine line). Right panel:
LGSWFS (fine line) and GSAOI-tip/tilt (coarse line). The plots on the right panel are in a PSD × frequency representation to emphasize
the distribution of energy.
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clearly detected, which confirms that this vibration
lies in the common optical path. Some higher fre-
quency sharp peaks are also seen, some of them
not being detected by the NGSWFS, due to noise,
laser uplink-related vibrations, or noncommon path
effects. Note that this data set has not been taken
simultaneously as the NGSWFS ones presented
above, so the vibration contents may also evolve
depending on the telescope configuration.

Finally, only few on-sky data have been recorded
with the GSAOI windows so far, and only at a low
frame rate. The first results seem to indicate the
same trends as the one seen on the LGSWFS, con-
firming that these two paths are highly correlated.

3. Results
The previous analysis allowed us to identify a com-
mon path vibration at 55 Hz. This vibration is clearly
and always identified on the entire optical path used
in this study. This is not the case for other perturba-
tions that are evolving with time and telescope con-
figuration. For instance, we found that depending on
the instrument suite mounted at the Cassegrain
focus, or the telescope elevation, the vibration

content evolves (see also [5]). In addition, the vibra-
tions measured by aWFSmay be evolving differently
from what would be measured on the science path.
Detailing all these data is out of the scope of this pa-
per, and we rather want to stress that an analysis at
the science level is primordial.

C. Simulated Conditions on the Bench

As described above, data collected on-sky can be very
different from one night to another, depending on at-
mospheric and telescope conditions. In order to be
able to compare different control algorithms in a re-
producible way, we have chosen to generate typical
vibrations and turbulence conditions on the bench
by artificially exciting the TTM. Based on the on-
sky data analysis, we have chosen to study the case
of three vibrations peaks, respectively, at 14, 55, and
100 Hz. At first, each of these vibrations is intro-
duced independently. These three vibrations are
illustrative examples as they occur, respectively,
within the loop bandwidth, in the overshoot of the
closed loop, and at a frequency higher than the loop
bandwidth. Different amplitudes for each vibration
can be introduced as well. In addition, we chose to
simulate two seeing conditions: a slow turbulence
with a cut-off frequency around 15 Hz (slow seeing
case), and a fast turbulence with a cut-off frequency
around 100 Hz (fast seeing case). These two seeing
cases and three vibration conditions will allow us
to illustrate and compare the behavior of the differ-
ent control algorithms for representative conditions
seen by GeMS.

In Fig. 5 we show four examples of OL data simu-
lated on the bench, as measured by the LGSWFS
that we will use later in this paper. The plots are
(i) slow seeing and 55 Hz vibration (left panel),
(ii) fast seeing and 55 Hz vibration (continuous line,
right panel), (iii) slow seeing and 14 Hz vibration
(dashed line, right panel), and (iv) fast seeing and
a 100 Hz vibration (dotted line, right panel).

3. Controller Theory

In the following, we will use a modeling of the AO
closed loop as described in Fig. 6, where φtur, φres,

Fig. 3. On-sky PSDs for the NGSWFS (tilt). Left: data acquired in April 2011; right: data acquired in March 2011.

Fig. 4. On-sky PSDs for the LGSWFS. Data acquired in March
2011.
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and φcor represent, respectively, the turbulence, resi-
dual, and correction phases. Input w is the measure-
ment noise, y is the measurements, and u is the
control voltages.

The residual phase is defined by the difference be-
tween the input turbulence and the correction phase:
φres � φtur

− φcor. The model describing the WFS
measurement process is assumed to be linear and
can be defined by

yn � Dφres
n−1 �wn; (1)

where yn is the vector containing the measured
slopes at time n, D is the interaction matrix describ-
ing the linear relationship between the phase and
measurement, and wn is the white noise with
covariance Cw.

From the controller’s input standpoint, the actua-
tor command u at time n generates a correction
phase given by Nun−1, i.e., delayed by one frame.
N is the so-called influence matrix that defines the
relationship between voltages and correction phase.

Taking these notations into Fig. 6, yields to the
following closed-loop diagram.

In our case, we assume that the turbulence is only
the tip and tilt modes, and that these modes are de-
coupled from each other and from the higher-order
modes. This allows us to carry out a single-input/
single-output (SISO) analysis of the problem.

The goal of this section is to design three different
controllers (i.e., the block G in Fig. 7) for a later

implementation in GeMS. References are given in
each case for a more detailed treatment of the
algorithms and theories.

A. Integrator

The classical integrator is the most common control-
ler in AO, and the current default tip–tilt controller
in GeMS. The controller is defined by

G�z� � Ki

1 − az−1
; (2)

where z is the Z-transform operator and a is gener-
ally unity, unless a controller free from winding-up is
desired (i.e., a “leaky” integrator). Parameter Ki re-
presents the gain of the loop and is adjusted accord-
ing to noise and performance requirements. An
optimal way to define this gain is proposed by
Gendron and Lena [21].

B. Kalman

The Kalman approach (a special case of the LQG ap-
proach) provides an optimal correction criterion for
the mirror commands (voltages) that minimize the
variance of the slope residuals. The problem is split
into a stochastic estimation problem and a determi-
nistic control problem. The first step estimates the
turbulence phase by minimizing a stochastic criter-
ion (Kalman filter); the second finds the best com-
mands for the TTM, assuming negligible dynamics,
i.e., a static projection of the estimated state-space

Fig. 5. OL data simulated on the bench as seen by the LGSWFS. Left panel: slow seeing and 55 Hz vibration. Right panel: fast seeing and
55 Hz vibration (continuous line), slow seeing and 14 Hz vibration (dashed line), fast seeing and a 100 Hz vibration (dotted line).

Fig. 6. Closed-loop model of the tip–tilt AO loop. Fig. 7. AO closed-loop block diagram.
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values onto the TTM modes [12]. An extension of the
Kalman filter to AO loops for mirrors with dynamics
is described in [22].

The optimal correction criterion is defined by

min hjεn�1j2iφ;noise � min hjφtur
n�1 − φcor

n�1j2iφ;noise
� min hjφtur

n�1 −Nunj2iφ;noise: (3)

In words, this criterion minimizes the spatial var-
iance of phase residuals at the telescope pupil over
the turbulence and noise, assuming an orthonorma-
lized base.

The Kalman approach requires a modeling of the
disturbances entering the AO loop. This can be sim-
plified by considering two type of perturbations: a
turbulent signal φtur

n , and several vibration signals
φvib;i
n . Hence, the total disturbance is

φn � φtur
n � φvib;1

n � φvib;2
n �…� φvib;i

n : (4)

In previous reports [7,22], the vibration component
φvib;i
n is a discrete version of a continuous mecha-

nical oscillatory signal, characterized by its damping
coefficient and natural frequency. This leads to an
auto-regressive second-order (AR2) model [22],

φvib;i
n�1 � avib;i

1 φvib;i
n � avib;i

2 φvib;i
n−1 � vvib;in ; (5)

where a1 and a2 are the AR2 coefficients and vvib;in
is the white noise. This second-order model can also
be used to represent a linear simplification of nonre-
sonating disturbances such as atmospheric turbu-
lence by choosing a1 and a2 such that the damping
factor is larger than unity. The turbulence can be
modeled by

φtur
n�1 � atur

1 φtur
n � atur

2 φtur
n−1 � vturn ; (6)

by defining the state-vector:

xn �

2
6664

φtur
n

φtur
n−1
φvib
n

φvib
n−1

3
7775: (7)

The process described by Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) can be
reformulated as a linear time invariant state-space
model representing the combination of a turbulence
plus a single vibration signal,

xn�1 � Axn � vnyn � Cxn −DNun−2 �wn; (8)

with the following expanded representation:

2
666664

φtur
n�1

φtur
n

φvib
n�1

φvib
n

3
777775

|���{z���}
xn�1

�

2
666664

atur
1 atur

2 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 avib
1 avib

2

0 0 1 0

3
777775

|������������������{z������������������}
A

2
666664

φtur
n

φtur
n−1

φvib
n

φvib
n−1

3
777775

|���{z���}
xn

�

2
666664

vturn

0

vvibn

0

3
777775

|��{z��}
vn

; (9)

yn � �0 D 0 D|����������{z����������}�
C

xn −DNun−2 �wn: (10)

It has been shown [6,12] that for this system, the op-
timal controller (in terms of residual phase variance)
is a LQG controller consisting in a Kalman filter and
a reconstructed state feedback with the following
equations,

x̂n∕n � Ax̂n∕n−1 � L�yn − Cx̂n∕n−1 �DNun−2�;
x̂n�1∕n � Ax̂n∕n;

un � −Kx̂n�1∕n; �11�

where K � −N−1 �1 0 1 0� ; and L � P
∞
CT

�CP
∞
CT � σ2w�−1, where Σ∞ is the static solution

of a Ricatti equation and σ2w is the standard deviation
of the measurement noise. Using the z-transform of
these equations, we compute the LQG controller
transfer function:

G�z� � −K �Id − �Id − LC�Az−1 � LDKz−2�−1L: (12)

Application cases of this approach can be found in
[7,8,11,23].

C. H∞ Control

Looking for new contributions to this challenging
control problem, we suggest the use of frequency-
based design techniques. These syntheses techni-
ques, based on the minimization ofH2 andH∞ norms
[14,16], are particularly suitable to tackle vibration
rejection problems, since they can readily take
TTM loop dynamics and performance requirements
into account during the design stages.

1. H∞ Theory
H∞ methods are used to synthesize controllers look-
ing for a robust performance of the closed-loop. Here,
the control problem is presented as a mathematical
optimization problem, and then the synthesis
technique finds it.

A continuous-time representation is required in
these techniques, so a Laplace representation is used
in the problem formulation.

Plant P�s� has two inputs, the exogenous input r,
which includes reference signal and disturbances,
and the manipulated variables u. There are two out-
puts: the signals contained in vector z that we want
to minimize, and the error e, which we use to control
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the system. The input e is used by G�s� to calculate
the manipulated variable u. In matrix form, the
system is

�
z
e

�
� P�s�

�
r
u

�
�

�
P11�s� P12�s�
P21�s� P22�s�

��
r
u

�
; (13)

u � G�s�e: (14)

Dropping the Laplace operator s for simplicity, the
output z can now be expressed in terms of the input
r by

z � Fl�P;G�r: (15)

From Eq. (14) and the loop configuration in Fig. 8,
Fl can be represented by

Fl�P;G� � P11 � P12G�I − P22G�−1P21: (16)

The H∞ synthesis finds a controller G such that the
H∞ norm of Fl�P;G� is minimized. An equivalent
definition exists for the H2 synthesis method.

The infinity norm of Fl�P;G� is defined as

kFl�P;G�k∞ � sup
ω

σ�Fl�P;G��jω��; (17)

where σ is the maximum singular value of the
matrix Fl�P;G��jω�.

Doyle et al. [14] demonstrate that the computa-
tion for H2 (reminiscent of the classical LQG pro-
blem) and the H∞ solutions follow the same path,
which basically consists in solving two Ricatti equa-
tions in their static form (optimal estimation and
optimal control problems). They also show that one
can switch from one solution to the other by sim-
ply modifying a single parameter in the algorithm.
No significant differences should be expected from
using either of them; however, since the H∞ norm
corresponds to the highest value (worst case) of
the spectrum to be minimized, it can be more appro-
priate in cases where resonances or vibrations
exist.

The term H∞ comes from the name of the space
over which the optimization is pursued, i.e., the
space of matrix-valued functions that are analytic
and bounded in the open right-half of the complex
plane defined by Re�s� > 0. The H∞ norm is the max-
imum singular value of the function over that space,
and it can be interpreted as the maximum gain in
any direction of the matrix-valued functions and
at any frequency. For single-input/single output

systems, this is the maximum magnitude of the fre-
quency response.H∞ techniques can be used to mini-
mize the closed-loop impact of a perturbation.

The algorithms that synthesize the optimal con-
troller require that the standard configuration be
represented in a state-space form, so system P�s�
is be represented in a compact state-space form:

P�A;B1; B2; C1; C2; D11; D12; D21; D22� :

×

2
664

A B1 B2

C1 D11 D12

C2 D21 D22

3
775; (18)

where every element in P is a combination of the
state-space matrix A and the corresponding vectors.
For instance, P21�s� � C2�sI − A�−1B1 �D21.

The state-space form of the controller G�s� is
obtained from [14]:

AK � A� γ−2B1B0
1X∞ − B2B0

2X∞

− �I − γ−2X∞Y∞�−1Y∞C0
2C2;

BK � B0
2X∞;

CK � �I − γ−2X∞Y∞�−1Y∞C0
2;

DK � 0; (19)

where X∞ and Y∞ are the solutions of two Ricatti
equations given by

X∞ � Ric
�

A γ−2B1B0
1 − B2B0

2
B1B0

1 −A

�
; (20)

Y∞ � Ric
�

A0 γ−2C1C0
1 − C2C0

2
−B1B0

1 −A

�
: (21)

Doyle and co-authors define γ such that
kFl�P;G�k∞ < γ. No explicit solution exists for γ, so
it must be found by an iterative search method to
get a value as close as desired to the minimum
achievable infinity norm for Fl.

2. Application of H∞ to the Tip–Tilt Problem
In this frequency approach, the problem is stated as
the servo-control system in Fig. 9.

The setpoint r is the incident tip or tilt, and e is the
residual out of the mirror, which is measured (noise
added) and later multiplied by controller G�s� to gen-
erate the manipulated variable to move the TTM

P(s) 

G(s) 

e

zr

u

Fig. 8. Standard controller-plant configuration for H∞∕H2

synthesis. Fig. 9. Servo-control problem.
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whose output is subtracted to the tip or tilt of the
incoming turbulence. The mirror transfer function
M�s� contains the dynamics of the actuators and
the two-frame delay of a standard Shack–Hartmann
AO loop.

The controllerG�s� is synthesized to reduce what is
called the mixed-sensitivity norm [15]. This norm is
formed as a weighted combination of the error trans-
fer function or sensitivity function (SF), the control
sensitivity function (CSF) associated to control
energy usage, and the noise transfer function
(NTF). From Fig. 9, these functions are defined by

SF�s� � e�s�
r�s� �

1
1�M�s�G�s� ; (22)

CSF�s� � u�s�
r�s� �

G�s�
1�M�s�G�s� ; (23)

NTF�s� � e�s�
w�s� �

−M�s�G�s�
1�M�s�G�s� : (24)

Contrary to the Kalman approach, we use the CSF
instead of the NTF. The reason for this is that this
function not only can be used to restrict the intensity
of actuator signals, but it can also avoid excessive
noise amplification by weighting the CSF at higher
frequencies.

The closed-loop system in Fig. 9 is rearranged to
form what is called the augmented representation
shown in Fig. 10. Here, two weighting functions
are added to the outputs to be minimized. Function
We�s� penalizes control errors (residuals) and Wu�s�
weights the actuator signal, so it restricts its usage at
some frequencies. The latter can be used to attenuate
the effect of noise amplification in the loop, i.e., a con-
troller with a low-pass characteristic. These weight-
ing functions are normally complementary, so that
the contradictory requirements that good accuracy
and control effort impose on the design can be met
by the resulting controller.

From the general structure in Fig. 7 and the
arrangement of Fig. 10,

P�s� �
2
4P11�s� P12�s�
P21�s� P22�s�

3
5 �

2
4We�s� −We�s�M�s�

0 Wu�s�
1 −M�s�

3
5:

(25)

The controller G�s� is derived from the minimization
of the H∞ norm in Eq. (18), given by

min
G

kFl�P;G�k∞ � min
G

���� We · SF
Wu · CSF

����
∞

: (26)

For implementation in the RTC, G�s� is digitized
using zero-order-hold transformations.

In the previous Kalman approach, the distur-
bances are modeled to account for turbulence and vi-
bration spectral amplitude. Here, they are assumed
to have a flat spectrum, and the information on the
turbulence and vibration amplitude is contained in
the We�s� function used during the controller synth-
esis so that each frequency is weighted according to
its intensity. This will become apparent in the next
section. Another feature of this design approach is
that it can also include physical limitations of the ac-
tuators (dynamic and static) via the function Wu�s�.

3. Design Example Using H∞ Control
A simple design case is described for the H∞ method.
Open-loop tip–tilt slopes were collected from NGS
WFSs, in the case of slow seeing and strong 55 Hz
vibration (Fig. 11). In order to tackle both the turbu-
lence and the vibration, We is fitted to the standard
deviation of slopes using rational functions [see
Eq. (27)]. Function We weighs the error signal at
low frequencies and also at a specific vibration
frequency:

We�s� �
C0

s� C1
·
s2 � 2η1ωos� ω2

o

s2 � 2η2ωos� ω2
o
; (27)

where s is the Laplace operator and parameters C0
and C1 are determined by the turbulence (lower part

Fig. 10. Augmented representation used to synthesize the H∞

controller, G�s�.

Fig. 11. Fitting of We to open-loop NGSWFS data and definition
of Wu according to manufacturer’s specs (We plot has been verti-
cally displaced for clarity). Data are taken from observations on
Feb. 11, 2011.
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of the spectrum). In turn, ωo corresponds to the vibra-
tion frequency and the damping factors η1 and η2 de-
fine the height and width of the vibration peak.

The mirror transfer function, M�s�, contains the
dynamics of the actuators and the two-frame delay
of the standard Shack–Hartmann loop. According
to the manufacturer, the bandwidth of the mirror ac-
tuators is 380 Hz. A value of 400 Hz was measured
experimentally, so the mirror dynamics and loop de-
lays were represented by the following transfer
function:

M�s� � e−2Δs

0.0025s� 1
; (28)

where Δ is the sensor sampling interval. This pure
delay is later approximated to rational functions
using bilinear transformations.

A dynamic representation of the mirror is also ne-
cessary when considering resonances of these devices
[22]. The effect of neglecting these dynamics is dis-
cussed later in the paper for the Kalman technique.
In the H∞ synthesis approach, it is included by shap-
ing the function Wu with a high-pass characteristic
that penalizes the use of control signals above
the TTM’s cutoff frequency that also reduces the
sensitivity of the controller to high frequency noise.
Mathematically,

Wu�S� � C2 ·
S

C3S� 1
; (29)

where C2 and C3 are adjusted to represent the char-
acteristic of the TTM bandwidth and noise. Figure 11
shows the result of fitting function We and noise to
the data (the fitting is vertically displaced for
clarity). We have found that function Wu can be
further adjusted to generate an SF with acceptable
overshoot and closed-loop bandwidth.

In this paper, a trial and error approach has been
used for fitting We and Wu to the experimental data,
and the resulting parameters are presented in
Table 1. Further work is needed to find these para-
meters using identification techniques, as suggested
in [8,11,23]. A fifth-order controller is obtained after
the synthesis process described above, with Fig. 12
(left) showing the SF of the resulting closed-loop sys-
tem. As previously observed by Dessenne et al. [24]
and Meimon et al. [23], if a high signal-to-noise re-
gime is assumed for the measurements, the squared
SF is proportional to the inverse of the disturbance in
Fig. 11. In other words, if Wu is negligible over most
of the spectrum, then

��SF��2 ∝ 1∕We: (30)

Figure 12 (right) shows a plot of the PSD of the re-
siduals obtained for the closed-loop system. When
the filter parameters have been identified properly,
as in this sample case, the closed-loop residual re-
sponse tends to be flat for both advanced controllers.
This demonstrates that the vibration and the turbu-
lence have been efficiently rejected. The flatness of
the residuals could then be used as a diagnostic of
the efficiency of the filter. A criterion on the actual
loop residuals could be used to adjust the filter
parameters. In the next section, the RMS value of
these residuals will be used to compare the perfor-
mances of the three different controllers.

4. Bode’s Theorem

At this point, it is important to stress the fact that
shaping the closed-loop response of the AO system
is not an arbitrary process, but it is subject to Bode’s
theorem, which imposes a strong restriction on the
SF function and hence on the performance.

Table 1. Parameters for We and Wu

Parameter Value

C0 15.3
C1 5.1
η1 0.4
η2 0.02
ωo 2 · π · 55.5 rad∕s
C2 1.5 · 10−3 s
C3 5 · 10−4 s

Fig. 12. SF obtained through H∞ synthesis (left) and PSD of residuals obtained with the H∞ controller (right).
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A discrete-time version of Bode’s theorem [25] for a
system with a sampling frequency f s, states that

Z
f≤f s∕2

ln jSF�f �jdf � β; (31)

where β is a constant depending only on the system
to be controlled and not on the controller itself. This
also implies that from the SF point of view, the mi-
tigation of disturbances is fixed, so that the controller

has to be shaped to reject those parts of the spectra
where noise and disturbances are concentrated. Its
performance should be assessed by looking at the
loop residuals and not at the SF function. To clarify
this limitation, Fig. 13 shows simulated SFs for a
standard integrator and an H∞ controller for the
same OL slopes presented in Fig. 11. The latter
has been synthesized to approach the integrator er-
ror rejection at low frequencies (Ki � 0.4) and also to
reject a 55 Hz vibration. Clearly, the price to pay for
the vibration rejection is a worsening in the error
function around the notch.

5. Results

In this section, we define a set of controllers, de-
signed for a given turbulence and vibration condi-
tions, and we compare the performance of these
controllers with respect to the classical integrator
scheme when the input conditions are changing.
The Kalman and H∞ controllers described above
have been implemented in GeMS’ RTC, for notches
at 14, 55, and 100 Hz. A sampling frequency of
800 Hz has been used throughout the experiments.
In Fig. 14, we show their SF measured on noise,
i.e., pure noise propagation function. A restricted fre-
quency domain is shown only for better visualization.

Fig. 13. Effect of vibration rejection due to Bode’s theorem.

Fig. 14. SF for the three controllers in the case of a notch at 14 Hz (top-left), 55 Hz (top-right), and 100 Hz (bottom).
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Note that, in order to make a fair comparison among
controllers, they were finely tuned to get similar
overshoots in the SF function (around 8 dB).

The controllers’ performance was tested for three
different types of turbulences:

• Case I: Wind speed matched to 1∕SF and
medium strength vibrations.
• Case II: Slow wind and strong vibrations.
• Case III: Fast wind and weak vibrations.

Vibrations were induced artificially in the loop by
exciting the TTM as described in Subsection 2.C.
GSAOI was not available for this experiment, and
so the techniques were evaluated by measuring
the standard deviation of slopes at the NGSWFS
and LGSWFS. We use the LGSWFSs as a scoring
camera for the performance of the three controllers,
as if it would be our science path. The following ana-
lysis is carried out only for the tilt loop, since it is the
direction where most of the disturbance appeared.

A. Case I: Wind Speed Matched to 1∕SF and Medium
Strength Vibrations

This case analyzes the performance of the closed-loop
system when the actual turbulence matches the
disturbance model assumed during the design of
Kalman and H∞ controllers (i.e., 1∕SF). Figure 15

shows the PSD for OL, integrator, Kalman, and H∞

for a vibration frequency of 14, 55, and 100 Hz, re-
spectively. Notice the deterioration in the Kalman ef-
fectiveness to reject the 55 and 100 Hz vibrations
(right panels), due to the omission of the TTM dy-
namics in the model, which become important at
higher frequencies.

Table 2 summarizes the standard deviation of
slope residuals at the LGSWFS and NGSWFS.
The Kalman and H∞ controllers reject the distur-
bance effectively, and closed-loop residuals are flat.
For the 14 Hz vibration, the integrator can reduce
partially the vibration, but for the 55 Hz and
100 Hz, it makes the situation worse due to an SF
gain higher than 1 at such frequencies. This is where
the advanced controller can provide most of the ben-
efit. It is interesting to emphasize that the Kalman or
H∞ can be shaped to control frequencies that are out-
side of the closed-loop bandwidth. For these cases,
the control works similarly to an OL scheme.

For these specific cases, improvement in perfor-
mance brought by Kalman and H∞ are of the order
of 20%. Due to Bode’s theorem, the advanced control-
lers are providing better rejection on the vibrations,
but for medium and low frequencies, the performance
is worse than the integrator; i.e., the attenuation of
SF in one frequency band is compensated by a loss

Fig. 15. Case I, 14 Hz vibration (top-left), 55 Hz (top-right), and 100 Hz (bottom-left): SF for OL, integrator, Kalman, andH∞ controllers.
The bottom-right shows a zoom around the 100 Hz, where Kalman starts underperforming due to the absence of the TTM dynamics in the
design stage. A similar pattern is also observed for the 55 Hz vibration.
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in another frequency range. This tells us that the
advantage of the advanced controllers is that they
reject disturbances where their effect is strongest.

In summary, for a case where the filter perfectly
matches the perturbation, significant improvements
in performance can be achieved by advanced control-
lers compared to the classical integrator. We also
measure that similar improvements in performance
are obtained for Kalman and H∞ controllers, and
vibrations are effectively rejected in both cases.

B. Case II: Slow Wind and Strong Vibrations

Using the same controllers, we now modify the in-
puts for a slower turbulence and higher amplitude
vibrations. Results are presented in Fig. 16. Note
that spurious peaks are observed in the resulting
plots at higher frequencies. These are caused by
the third and 11th harmonics caused by excitation
vibrations that surpass the maximum span of
TTM actuators, generating saturated responses.

Kalman and H∞ controllers are particularly well
suited for this type of disturbance, since the turbu-
lence spectrum is far from the loop bandwidth, so
they can be easily rejected. Any improvement in vi-
bration rejection will have a much higher impact on
the overall performance; i.e., advanced controllers
will outperform the integrator by a large factor. This
is confirmed in Table 2, where the residuals gener-
ated by Kalman and H∞ controllers are reduced by

a factor of 3 to 5 when compared to those of the
integrator.

The mismatch between the real turbulence and
those assumed for the synthesis process generate a
response where the vibrations are only partially
eliminated. This tells us that there is still room for
improvement and the design of deeper notch filters
would reject the vibration even further: the trade-
off between turbulence and vibration rejection is
not optimal, as the filters have been designed for a
different input.

C. Case III: Fast Wind and Weak Vibrations

In this third case, we introduce a faster turbulence,
and we reduce the amplitude of the vibrations. This
case represents the worst possible condition for the
advanced controllers, i.e., a turbulence with fre-
quency components similar to or higher than the loop
cutoff frequency. Unfortunately, the higher SF gains
at middle frequencies erase any possible improve-
ment obtained by rejecting these vibrations; i.e., due
to Bode’s theorem, the integrator controller tends to
have lower SF gains at these middle frequencies. As
shown in Fig. 17 and Table 2 for the 55 Hz vibration,
the residuals are higher than in the previous cases
for all controllers, with no significant differences
among them. Furthermore, as seen in the plots of
Fig. 17, the vibration has been overcompensated,
with a rejection that was too high compared to the

Table 2. RMS of Residual Slopes (Normalized to the Integrator Residual Variance)a

14 Hz 55 Hz 100 Hz

Controller

I I II III I I II III I I

NGS LGS NGS LGS NGS LGS

Open-loop 5.25 5.63 22.63 2.39 5.29 5.83 3.89 2.32 6.69 6.82
Integrator 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Kalman 0.88 0.88 0.63 0.9 0.83 0.83 0.31 1.0 0.94 0.88
H∞ 0.88 0.88 0.63 1.0 0.78 0.83 0.23 0.97 0.94 0.88
aLGS data and 100 Hz vibration data only show for case I.

Fig. 16. Case II: PSD plots for OL, integrator, Kalman, and H∞ controllers. Turbulence with 14 Hz vibration (left) and 55 Hz vibration
(right). Third and 11th harmonics are observed due to TTM saturation.
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vibration amplitude. This over-rejection could have
been used to better reject the turbulence at lower fre-
quencies. However, it is worth noting that for this
case and even though the filters are not optimal, ad-
vanced controllers are not getting worse results than
the classical integrator. Hence, even in the presence
of strong model errors, advanced controllers are still
providing acceptable performance.

D. More Complex Disturbances

In this section, we study the possibility to handle
more than one vibration at a time, or different kinds
of perturbation. One of the amenities of frequency-
based synthesis is that complex disturbance shapes
can be easily defined using simple rational functions
that describe the turbulence and vibrations without
the need to change their model structure. This can be
useful if an automated identification approach is pur-
sued. Figure 18 shows the results of two further ex-
amples of more complex controllers: a two-vibration
case (14 and 55 Hz) and a wide band disturbance
(10–20 Hz). The left panel in Fig. 18 corresponds
to the model identified for the disturbances in each
case, and the right panel shows the resulting SF

where the inverse proportionality with respect to
the disturbance is apparent.

6. Discussions

Results presented above show significant gains for
Kalman andH∞ controllers, over a standard integra-
tor, when turbulence is weak or when the distur-
bance is proportional to the inverse of the
controllers’ SF. For faster turbulence (higher wind
speeds), this advantage vanishes, mainly due to
the closed-loop bandwidth.

The results obtained in cases II and III demon-
strate that matching the vibration and turbulence
accurately is essential for a good performance of
the Kalman and H∞ controllers. By correctly identi-
fying the turbulence frequency spectrum, better re-
jection of vibrations can be expected.

The approach of a controller design based on an off-
line identification and the subsequent design can
provide substantial performance improvements for
disturbances with stable behavior. This is the case
for the 55 Hz vibration peak we analyzed above,
which showed to be a weak function of telescope ele-
vation or instrument orientation.

Fig. 17. Case III: PSD plots for vibrations at 14 Hz (left) and 55 Hz (right) for OL, integrator, Kalman and H∞ controllers.

Fig. 18. Examples of H∞ controllers for higher-order disturbances. Left: weighting functions modeling the disturbances; Right: resulting
SFs in each case.
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Unfortunately, this is not true for other distur-
bances, such as wind generated vibrations, where
strong variations in their spectrum parameters can
occur in time and also for different telescope orienta-
tions, deteriorating the overall performance of the
system due to the associated model mismatches. This
suggests the need for more sophisticated on-line
identification techniques to provide the best rejection
possible as the characteristics of the turbulence and
disturbances change [23]. An example of the effect of
these model discrepancies is the excessive rejection
obtained in Fig. 17 (right) for the frequency of inter-
est due to an erroneous identification of the vibration
strength. According to Bode’s theorem, such an unne-
cessary rejection is limiting the correction at other
frequencies. Another problem associated to an incor-
rect turbulence modeling is the negative impact of an
erroneous identification of the vibration frequency.
We illustrate this effect in Fig. 19, where we show
the residuals around a vibration peak, when the in-
put vibration frequency varies by few Hz. Minor
differences in frequency (a few hertz) cause the
closed-loop response to behave substantially worse.

The principal benefit in the use of sophisticated
controllers is that their SF is shaped to tackle specific
frequencies where disturbances are concentrated
and they lower the controller gain in other parts of
the spectrum. A balanced or nearly flat spectrum
of residuals would be expected in this optimal case,
and although the theory behind Kalman andH∞ con-
trollers ensures this, the actual results tend to miss
expectations. This is mainly due to inaccurate mod-
eling of disturbances, nonlinearities, or dynamics
present in the loop and not modeled (e.g., mirror dy-
namics). This suggests that the approach of relying
on accurate identification tools for finding the turbu-
lence and vibration parameters to tune the control-
lers might not be the right choice. We think that
an approach that finely tunes the controllers looking
for the lowest and balanced PSD of the measured

residuals on a regular basis should be investigated.
Another important finding is that the perturbations
measured at a WFS level may be different from what
actually appears on the science path, and the content
may also evolve independently in one path from an-
other. Having a way to measure the vibrations at the
science detector level is then primordial to efficiently
tackle these perturbations, and to perform the
on-line optimization of the controllers.

Performance robustness can also be an issue in ad-
vanced controllers. We have found that uncertainties
in the model can cause unacceptable closed-loop be-
havior that can even lead to instability. Parameter
variations such as subaperture centroid gains or
TTM dynamics not considered in the model can gen-
erate these undesirable dynamics. Using the same
open-loop data from Fig. 11, simulations were run
to determine the performance deterioration when a
Kalman controller is designed based on the erro-
neous assumption of negligible TTM dynamics.
Figure 20 shows three cases of actual TTM band-
widths: no dynamics (infinite bandwidth), 400 Hz
(GeMS TTM bandwidth), and a fictitious 200 Hz
bandwidth. In the second case (400 Hz, dashed line),
the SF presents only a minor departure from the
nominal curve. This was actually confirmed during
the above implementation of the Kalman filter,
where no significant deterioration in performance
was found for this case. However, for a lower band-
width of 200 Hz, the simulation results show an im-
portant loss in performance; this would lead to
unacceptable oscillatory responses and noise ampli-
fication (dotted line). Solutions exist to include this
dynamic during the design stage for both Kalman
and H∞ controllers. In the latter case, these dy-
namics can be included in the weighting function
Wu and for the Kalman filter a solution can be
implemented based on [21].

Due to Bode’s theorem, the two controllers can al-
ways be shaped to generate similar performances,
and both approaches reject the vibration frequency
effectively, so the overall residual indices improve
significantly when compared to the classical integra-
tor. However, from the user’s point of view, some

Fig. 19. Effect of frequency mismatch between real and modeled
vibration frequencies. The continuous line corresponds to a cor-
rectly identified frequency. Departure from the correct frequency
can degrade the performance. Fig. 20. Kalman SF under TTM bandwidth uncertainty.
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important differences exist in terms of implementa-
tion. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and disad-
vantages found during implementation and testing
of these controllers.

7. Conclusions

The vibrational characteristics of the Gemini South
telescope were determined experimentally using on-
sky data from the GeMS and GSAOI instruments. Vi-
brational modes were found to exist at 14, 55, and
100 Hz. We have developed and tested three AO con-
trollers to subdue these vibrations, although the
suppression frequency can be adjusted simply by
changing a parameter. The controllers were a stan-
dard integrator and the Kalman and H∞ controllers.
Experiments were performed on the GeMS bench
using a Kolmogorov turbulence simulator and the
TTM to artificially induce vibrations at the same fre-
quencies as stated above. The residual slopes from
the GeMS WFSs were used to estimate the perfor-
mance. We find that substantial gain in performance
can be achieved with advanced controllers when they
are properly designed. In the case of large model er-
rors, we found that the gain in performance provided
by the advanced controllers is lost, showing similar
results to the classical integrator.

This emphasizes the need for on-line identification
and tuning procedures that would ensure optimality
in performance. We think that together with classical
identification tools, the flatness of the residual could
be used as an optimization index to tune the control-
lers. This assumption is supported by two facts:

(i) In spite of identifying the disturbance models
correctly, we found that very often the residual
PSD differs from the expected flat response. This
is probably due not only to varying characteristics
of the disturbance, but also to unmodeled dynamics
or nonlinearities in the AO system.
(ii) According to Bode’s theorem and H2∕H∞ theo-
ry, imbalances in the resulting closed-loop residual
spectrum will take the performance away from the
optimum; i.e., over-rejected frequencies will generate
a worsening in performance in other parts of
the spectrum and vice versa.

Finally, it is also interesting that no major differ-
ences were found in terms of performance between
Kalman and H∞; however, implementation and com-
plexity issues are quite distinctive in each case, as
summarized in Table 3.

This work has been supported by the Chilean
Research Council (CONICYT) through grants Fonde-
cyt 1095153 and Anillo ACT-86.
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